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A preliminary study oE the J/* •* YP"O" decay is presented. The existence of 
the decay J/* -» YO(12B5) Is established by the observation of two decay aodes 
D -» 4n* and D -* til R~. The channel J/* -* «(1285) is evidenced in the same 
way. A systematic comparison of KR and Hit production associated to r»«* and 4 
leads to results concerning tQ£r 8,f»S* and RR states. SU(3) and electro
magnetic violations are tested by measuring alloved and forbidden baryonic 
decays. Finally a aeasureaent of J/* -* K.K, is presented. 

The search for glueball states vas certainly 
the most popular reason to study J/+ decays. 
Nev and puzzling states have been revealed, 
however a clear cut ansver on glueball mani
festation in the J/+ data is still reaote. 
The observation of a state in one or a fev 
nodes is not sufficient and one needs to 
study the largest possible number of nodes 
and concurrently clarify the standard 
classification of hadrons. The results 
presented here concern both the search for 
glueball states and the study of J/+ 
hadronic decays. 

The data analysed correspond to 8.6 10* J/* 
recorded by the DM2 detector at DCI. A 
description of the detector can be found in 
reference 1. 

1. J/» •» TP*p* -» Y»*»"»*»" 

The candidt.e events to the final state 
Tit K~K*K~ must satisfy the following 
criteria : 

- four charged tracks with zero total charge 
- only one isolated track found In the 
shower detector 

- a cut on the quantity 4P1 sin1 (6/2) 
< 1500 HeVVc% where 9 is the acolli-
nearlty angle between the photon and the 
direction of the missing «omentum P 

- a 3C-fit to the hypothesis J/* •* Y** *"«*"' 
with a X value smaller than 9. 

Additional cuts are used against contamina
tion from the large an*n~ process and froo 

rlOt^n*. After these cuts, the most import
ant remaining background comes from J/* •+ 
4 K Z X " in which, due to a very asymmetric n° 
decay, the low energetic photon is 
undetected. 

ihe mass distribution of the 13053 surviving 
events is shown In figure 1. 

A qualitative evidence of a pp signal is 
obtained by imposing a cut on the quantity : 

.' r" i 
p n 0 P v 

"1-1,2 <.? - . V * «' r" is 

In the resulting spectrum (Pig.l), there are 
two clear peaks around 1.53 CeV and 1.73 GeV 
and a broader structure at 2.10 GeV. In 
addition, the 0(1285) signal .disappears 
while the n. peak is enhanced^. So below 
2 GeV, a large fraction of Y*** is due to 
Y P ^ . 
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To better estimate the pp signal, a multi
channel analysis is performed. Three modes 
arc considered. Pseudoscalar pp, pa)t+it~. 4K* 
phase space. The pun channel includes 
contributions from A n, while in this 
preliminary analysis, pp contributions 
O*,!*^* and isotropic p*p* have been 
neglected. 

Î The study of t| -» p'p* and other n decay 
modes is reported at this conference in 
parallel session t 9 



For each event, weighted probabilities are 
computed and a maximum likelihood fit gives 
for all events the relative contribution of 
each channel (Fig.2). The three peaks 
already Mentioned subsist in the 0~pp 
channel while the tvc ottier channels are 
structureless. Assuming that the pp 
component below 2 CeV Is entirely due to 
spin parity 0", one obtains : 

B(J/> •» YP'P') - (3.6 ± .12 t .54)10"* 
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worth noticing that due to its spin 
valuer the structure around 1.73 GeV 
be associated to the 9(1690). These 
agree with previous works ~ • 
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The pscudoscalar nature of the P*P* systea 
can also be evidenced by looking at the dis
tribution of, the angle X between, the p 
decay planes 1"". The fit is done by 50 HeV 
bins. There are two possible pp combinations 
per eventi only the best one is considered. 
The spectrum shown in figure 3 supports oui 
previous conclusions. 

2. OflSPVATIOW Of D(l285) ASSOCIATBD TO r 

HO ^ 
The nonobservation of the decay t -* nn*n~ is 
still puzzling. In the t\tt •" mass distribu
tion, shown in figure 4> two peaks are 
visible. The first one could be attributed 
to the D or the r)(1275), the second one has 
the following fitted parameters : 

H x - 1391.5 ± 3.0 HeV/c
3 T x - 52 ± 9 HeV/c

2 

B(J/* -* TX) x B(x •* r w V ) - <4.i±.3±i.)io-4 

1.2 1.6 2. 
M ̂ 7r*7T" (GeV/c1) 
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The parameters of this state agree neither 
with the E(1420) nor with the iota (1440). 
Furthermore, no corresponding signal has 
been observed while studying both 4KKK and 
+Ï1KK channels. There is no plausible expla
nation for this state. 

Howeverr by comparing the decays J/+ -* Y***-
yf\n it" and YKKFI one can argue that the fust 
peak observed corresponds to the D(12B5). In 
Y-»PI , the fined values of the narrow peak 
(Flg.5-b), after unfolding the experimental 
resolution (5.5 KeV), are : 

H n - 1283.2±2.0 HeV/c
a T n - 23.9 ^J'JteV/c

1. 
-5.0"' 

They correspond to the D parameters. Using 
our measured branching ratio product ~ 
B(J/*+yD) x B(D-mi?) - « * - a - «'""' 
one obtains : 

• (3.4 .5)10"! 

B(J/f •» vO) - (2.6 ± .6 ± .6)10" 
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Therefore, 30 ± 7 events ere expected for 

the chinnel n * V (Fig.5-a) while the fit 
(imposing the 0 «ess) yields 42 ± 12 events. 
In addition the few events observed in the 

Kgt^R* node are compatible with the expected 
273 events. 
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is seen neither in the R K" nor in the K°K° 

•ode. Given the Mark III ««sauced Ç width** 

(îç - 26*jg ± 17) MeV/c1, the DH2 upper 

liait can vary as shown in figure 7. 

Figwie. 5 

Using the v**^ events, the multichannel 
analysis already discussed shows (Fig.6) 
that the decay D •* 4K* proceeds mostly via 
pim. 

Similar evidences (Fig.5.d-e-f) are found 
for the decay J/* + +0(1285) for which one 
obtains : 

B<J/ifr * *D) x B(D •• TIRV) - (1.22 ± .4)10"* 

B(J/t •» fD) x B(D -»• 4I 1 ) . (.43 ± .13)10"' 

and combining the two Measurements : 

B(J/* •• *0) - <2.9 ± l.)10 - 4 

As the D(128S) is produced associated to • 
one can conclude that D and E(1420) are not 
ideally mixed in the axial vector Meson 
nonet ) since D would be aade of u and d 
quarks only. 

3. J/» •> itf 

Results on f'(1525) and 0(1690) and the non-
observation of £(2230) have already been 
presented '. Let us recall that the £(2230) 

Ftguxe. ? 

The excess of events observed in the range 
1.9 to 2.5 GeV/c In the KLK° mass spectrum 
(Fig.8) is not explained by any known source 
of background. A fit of the spectrua by 3 
Brei t-Vigner curves gives the following 
parameters t H x - 2198±20 HeV/c , I" - 217 ± 
55 HeV/c corresponding to a branching ratio 
product B(J/# -» TX) x B(X"*V) • 1.9 10"', 
To deaopstrate that they belong •» a defi
nite state, it is important to observe cor
responding events in the isospln related 
R K mode. 
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The K K~ sass spec trim resulting fro» the 
analysis (FIg,9-a) is heavily contaminated 
above 2 GeV/c by «vents cosing from the 
abundant decays J/*-»* n'n* and J/*-*K*(890). 
When a K* decays asymetricelly and the lov 
energetic photon is undetected, these events 
become (indistinguishable fro» real i**K" 
events. The background spectrum has been 
estimated by Monte-Carlo simulation 
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(Flg.9-a). Although the absolute number of 
expected events has large systematica» the 
actual shape is reliably predicted. In 
figure 9-b, the expected signal and the 
background subtracted spectrum are compared. 
There is room to acconodate the signal but 
this has to be taken vith soae care since 
other nodes can contribute to the background 
and since, due to the very large number of 
possible J/f decays» an exact background 
simulation is impossible. 

The results of a spin parity analysis, 
similar to the analysis of the channel 
vK*K" , are summarized in table I. For the 
f' and 0 regions, spin 2 hypothesis is 
unambiguously preferred over spin 0 or 4. 
The f'(1525) helicity parameters are found 
consistent vith our previous determination 
but for the 9 they somehow disagree. As far 
as the third state is concerned, spin 0 and 
2 + are not well separated by the full 
angular analysis although the cos ft.* 
distribution favours a spin 2*. So, no firm 
conclusion on the existence and the spin 
assignment of this state can be dravn. 

SPIN 0* 2* 

9.2 6.8 

.87±.15 .69+.13 

.34±,23 -.31±.19 

18.7 15.5 

-57+.12 .98+.15 

.63±.16 -.50+.20 

2.-»2.4GeV x 

85 evts y 

4. J/» -» *Klt A » «** 

2.4 -2.2 

1.0±.18 1,4±,45 

• 20±.24 -2.±.6 

1.8 2.2 

M..Y Getf/V 

The tf'(152S} mode is clearly seen in the 
decays J/+ •* 4R +K" and o ! <Fig.lO-a,b). 
The excess of events observed on the high 
mass side of the £' in figure 10-a can 
tentatively be interpreted as produced by 
6(1690) interfering vith V . In this 
hypothesis, the parameters of the fit to two 
interfering Breit-tfigner curves, the V mass 
and vidth being fixed, are : 

H f t - 1686 ± 14 HeV/c
J rfl - 162 ± 35 MeV/c

3 

RÛJU/IÊ 9 * . (_1.9 ± .24) rad 
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They are compatible vith the 6 ones. 
interference should also shov-up in 

This 

(Fig.lO-b). In this channel, due to the lov 
statistics. although the spectrua looks 
different, a fit imposing the previous 
parameters gives consistent results. Using 
the events +K K~ one gets : 

B(J/* -» # f ) x B(f 

B(J/+ •* 46) x B(9 

• KE) - (4.6 t .5)10"' 

• Kit) - (2.7 ± .3)10"' 

By contrastt the f* is not observed in the 
decay «JE in both nodes cJt*K~ and t * X 
(fig.lO-c.d) vhile there is a clean signal 
at the 9 Bass. Thus 0(1690) couples to T.» 
and f vhile f does not couple to u. 

5. K TK PROWCTTOW ASSOCIATED TO T,»,* 

The correlation betveen (t+it~ production 
associated to y,« and • has also been 
systeaatically studied. 

In figure 11-Bj, the R+R~ miss distribution 
from J/+ -» Y)t ft~ exhibits, along vith the 
veil known f(1270) signal, a smaller but 
clear structure which could be attributed to 
8(1690). tfe have already shown ' that the 
excess of events observed on the high nass 
side of the f signal can be explained by 
f-f interference. But it could also be 
tempting to relate, these events to the 
enhancement observed, in the same mass 
range, in J/+ •* +ft n" (Flg.ll-c). 

5-1- f angular analysis 

By requiring a cut on the n*n~ aass {1150, < 
H * - < 1400 HeV/c 2), 2071 events axe selec
ted. In this sample the background events, 
which are mainly due to J/<f> * p*Jt amount to 
20 X. More than 90 X of them are eliminated 
by a cut on the angle betveen the n* and the 
f direction in the f rest frame. The re
maining 1242 events which are almost 
background free are subjected to an angular 
analysis. The helicity ratios x and y are 

F-tguAe. 11 

estimated by maximizing a likelihood 
function. The spin 0 + hypothesis is strongly 
disfavored compared to 2 . The results of 
the 2* fit are': 

x - .83±.06, y - +.01±.06, cos* x - .62±.23 

As the phase is very weakly correlated to x 
and y, by fixing cosé * 1. one gets : 
x - .B4±.06, y - .02±.067 This result whfeh 
agrees vith previous' measurements 
confirms the discrepancy vith QCD calcula
tions*1. 

5.2. J/» -» HUB 

A very copious production of low mass RR 
events, already reported by DM2 , appears 
as a broad bump near the RR threshold in the 
it 11" spectrum (Fig.ll-b). It can be empiri
cally fitted (Plg.l2-b) to a Breit-Vlgner 
curve distorted by phase space vith the 



following parançters : M„ - 278.3*35.5, 
r x - 528*88 HeV/c\ It is also* characterized 
by a very large branching ratio product : 
B(J/*^wX) x (X-*RV) - (.2lf.D2±.03)10 . 
Fro» the study of the channel «*•*•» 
(Fig-12-c), one calculates, for .25 < H ^ 

* .85 CeV/c*, the ratio B(X -* «"«")/ B(X -> 

n*n"> . .64+.16. It is compatible with a 
value of .5 vhich is expected for an 1*0 
state. 

j / f - « T T 

.25 .75 1.25 1.75 2.25 

FiguAe. M 

5.3. J/* •> *S*,as* 

The S* observation in the decay +R n~ 
already reported by DH2 was fitted by a 
Flatte distribution and the branching ratio 
product estinated to be _i B(J^+ •* Y S * ) X 
B(S* •+ iffi) - (2.4±,2±.4)10 \ But . the 
Flattens curve does not fit well the high 
•ass side of the signal. Furthermore, the S* 
being observed in the R+lT mode, it is 
Interesting to find its contribution in 

One uses a nodel 1 1 1 in vhich two particles 
S* and e are coupled to nit, KK, 4n, 4Kf etc. 
Fro* a fit to the it it' spectcun, one gets an 
absolute prediction on the shape and 
Magnitude of the K*K~ con tribu tior. The 
result is shown in figure 13. the S* fit+in 
n*"n is i«proved and the shape of the K. K~ 
spectruM Is correctly predicted. 

?IQUXZ \$ 

In the channel un n~, there is a clear 
accumulation of events at the S* mass (Fig. 
H - b ) . The possibility of observing «S* has 
been first Mentioned by Hark II 1 2'. Although 
the level of background events is negli
gible» the very large contribution of the f 
tail is critical. So the fit results depend 
heavily upon the f parameters. If the 5* is 
peraMetrized by a Breit-tfigner, with a width 
fixed to 50 MeV. one gets (Fig.14) H * -
954.4±3.4 HeVVc and a branching ratio pro
duct : B(J/+*«S*)xB(5*-*mi)-<.95±.l±.22)10 . 
If one tries to interprète this result in 
terMS of S* quark content, it Means, as the 
S* coupling to 4 and a are comparable that 
the S* has an as component. Note that in 
quark models, the channel J/+ •+ «s* is for
bidden but allowed in KR molecule inter
pretation of the S*. 

j/v-~ win' 
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6. J/» BABTOHIC OBCATS 

A systematic study of SU<2) and SU(3) 
forbidden baryonic decays has been performed 
to test breaking mechanisms and also 
electromagnetic effects. 

IE J/* is an SU(3) singlet, it can decay 

Into members of the saae baryonic multiplet. 

Thus, the decays J/* •* B §B , *ia%10 are 

allowed, while for example, J/* •* B^B^ is 

forbidden. The results listed in table II 

shov that forbidden decays are not strongly 

suppressed. For exaaple J/# -» E*(1385) S* is 

only 3 times veaktr than J/+ •» ̂ (1385) 
Z (1385). Contributions from electromagnetic 
processes alone are not sufficient to 
explain this result. U. Genz et al. have 
suggested that " the non . SU<3) singlet 
component can be tested by measuring ; 

r<J/* •» S"* S*) 
R =*—r~ 

IXJ/* •» i I ) 

J / u j - I 11385)2(11901 

Results are also presented in table II on 
the isospin forbidden decays J /* -* M l 0 , 
J/> -» AAY end on J/+ '-» AE* for vhlch an 
upper limit i s given. 

J ' V — s ^ H H O ) 

DECAY HODE NUMBER OP EVENTS BRANCHING RATIOt«10 ) 

- SU<2) and SU(3> AUOVED DCCAT NODES -

| 100 

g 50 

. T*V^VHi T^^tuWj^ 
1.1 )3 15 1.1 U 15 
MISSING MASS TO An' MISSING MASS TO A * ' 

It* -
(Inc 

• A." 

: i.r 
.£' 

J<> • An' , i : 
SU(3) FORBIDDEN DECAY HODES 

J / + + I"* Ï * 7* . 18 3 .0 i .? j .a 

J / # •• I"* Ï" 77 . 17 3 . * x .4 , . 8 

J/* •» S"* Ï* BO t U S.9 i .7 . 1.5 

j/f - a«* 5* z* t ? 

SU(Z) FORBIDDEN DEMY NODES -

J / * * AAii* 19 i « 2-2 I .5 » . 5 

J / + * AÊ * < 16 < 2 . 9 (55 X C.L.) 

J / * •» At < IB < 1.5 (95 X C.L.) 

J / + •• &'p < GO < 1.0 (95 X C.L.) 

TÀ.QUA.Z 15 

R should be equal to .7 for a pure octet 
dominance and to 1.6 for a pure 27-plet. The 
data (R > 2.0±.4) stems to indicate' the 
possibility of a 27-plet component. 

The signals corresponding to J/* -» ^(US^) 
Z (1190) are shown In figure 15. The channel 
J/+ •+ 33* has been evidenced in the tvo 
modes S"3** and S*3«* <Pig.l6) which, if the 
isospin vas conserved, should have equal 
rates. Given the errors there is no apparent 
violent isospin violation. 

7. JJJf_ >->&. 
This channel cannot proceed via electromag
netic Interaction ' and It is forbidden if 
J/* is an SU(3) singlet. To search Cor this 
decay one selects events having only one 
KL decaying into n*n~, corresponding to J/* 
••TCj +• X vhere X is entirely aadc up of 
neutrals. In the momentum distribution 
(Fig.l7-a), tvo peaks are visible.8Thj first 
one, cornea from the decay J/* •+ K-K* » a n a > 

corresponds to a branching ratio ? B(J/* -* 
K V * ) - <3.9±.18 t-45)10 . And one gets 



for the second one (Fig.l7-b), after using 
several topological cuts* to reduce the 
KgK*° contribution ! 

B(J/+ -» K°K£) . (1.18±.12±. 18)10"*. 

This result confiras the surprisingly large 
rate, copparod to J/+ -» K*K~, observed bv 
Hark III 1* 1 the origin of which is yet 
unexplained. 

seen both in wn n~ and un*** is very 
puzzling and one needs soae theoretical 
inputs to explain its nature. The systematic 
•easurements of baryonic decays shows that 
SU(3) violating ones are not suppressed 
coHpared to allowed «odes. Finally, the 
doubly forbidden decay J/* •* K°K° is con
firmed to be only twice sail 1er than 
J/* •• K T . 

Figwie. U 
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8. COHCLUSIOHS 

In suaaary, ' the results presented here are 
relevant to both the hadronic spectroscopy 
and the search to identify glueball states. 
Ve will only' stress the aain results. The 
existence of pseudoscalar structures in the 
decay TP"D° has been confiiraed. In the saae 
study, the first observation of the decay 
ft •* o*o* appears important: to understand T) 
dScay aechanisKS. D(1285> aeson production 
associated to r and • has been established 
fro* the observation of three D decay «odes. 
Furthermore, the pun nature of the decay 
D -* 4R 1 has been demonstrated by a Multi
channel analysis. The lov mass nn structure 


